The 21st Century is the most interconnected generation in history yet, most people are getting lost in the shuffle.
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Some of Joy's popular speaking topics include:

ALMOST FAMOUS?
Hollywood, promotion, and what everyone needs to know.
Covers how to utilize the entertainment industry and it’s
promotional
opportunities to extend your image. Specialized versions
of this topic are available upon request and include:
+ Almost Famous? For Actors
+ Almost Famous? For Directors

B2B = BUSINESSOWNER TO BRAND AMBASSADOR
Transform Your Popularity Into Publicity
Most business owners know they are their company's best
spokesperson. Yet, few realize they can also promote other
brands. Being a brand ambassador can put actual money in
your pocket or provide you added publicity that's as good as
gold.
Joy breaks down:
+ the different types of ambassadorships
+ how to make yourself attractive for such an endeavor
+ how to approach the brands you want to pursue for a
relationship.

SOCIAL (MEDIA) BUTTERFLY
Delve into 21st century self-promotion 2.0 with all it’s
technological advances such as text messages, email, and
social networks. Best practices, tips, and mistakes to avoid
are detailed. Exercises on online brand recognition will be
utilized.

Joy Donnell stays focused
on the legacy, not the
currency. Her background
encompasses luxury and
entertainment public
relations, brand
sponsorships, content
strategy and brand
maintenance. Donnell is
currently COO and Luxury
Director for Parajin Media
Corp where she curates
messaging and luxury
content for Vanichi
Magazine, Vanichi Style and
Vanichi Now. She also serves as an Advisor for The Geekie
Awards, Creative Visions Foundation and Charles and
Company luxury tea.
Donnell has handled PR and branding for several publiclytraded/private luxury and entertainment brands such as
Campaign for Wool initiated by HRH The Prince of Wales,
Daimler Chrysler Mercedes Maybach and Warner Bros’s
Oscar-nominated film Blood Diamond. She has also
connected brands to myriad celebrities including Samuel L
Jackson, Calista Flockhart, and Patti LaBelle.
Find Joy online at her personal site Do It In Public.
Email Inquiries: gbb@doitinpublic.com
Phone Inquiries: 424.234.DOIT (3648)

